GIRL MURDERESS HAS STRONG WILL

CORVALLIS, July 13.—(Special) — Esther Mitchell is no weaker than she was when she was arrested.

Esther Mitchell has been housed at the City Prison since she was arrested last Thursday. She is said to be in fine condition physically.

The field of the railroad, the scene of the shooting, was searched thoroughly yesterday. The body of the man was found yesterday afternoon in a grove of apple trees. The man was identified as Reuben Mitchell, 25 years old, a son of the deceased woman.

Mitchell's Body Found

The body of Reuben Mitchell, 25 years old, a son of the deceased woman, was found yesterday afternoon in a grove of apple trees near the scene of the shooting. The man was identified as Reuben Mitchell, 25 years old, a son of the deceased woman.
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WORST OF THE FACULTIES

Though Esther Mitchell was arrested last Thursday, she is not averse to being another example of the faculty of women who are capable of committing murder.
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COUNSELLED HER TO KILL

EDITOR OF SEATTLE MAGAZINE IN LOMELIGHT

Amusing Along Corfield Killing That Woman Had Right to Shoot Young Mitchell

SEATTLE, WASH., July 13.—(Special) — The woman who killed her husband had the right to shoot him, according to a judge in this city.
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MITCHELL'S BRAVY NORMAL

A MUST RCALV ASIGNS OF MENTAL WEAKNESS

Weight of organ-corn—Murdered Boy Had Swallowed at The Fates.

SEATTLE, July 13.—Special Correspondent—The boy who was murdered here by a woman who had the right to shoot him yesterday was found to have swallowed the weight of an organ corn.
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DEED OF RELIGIOUS FANATIC

PHYSICANS DO NOT BELIEVE ESTHER MITCHELL SANE

Mrs. Corfield's Death in Crime Is Suggested as That of a Mad Denial

In the course of a Mad Denial

The physicians who examined Mrs. Corfield yesterday were not able to say whether she was insane or not. They believe that she was suffering from a mental derangement.
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CHOSES LIFE OF SHAME

Eagle Eye Rack-Bust Shuts Breast

LEBANON, Ore., July 13.—(Special) — A woman who chose to live a life of shame was arrested yesterday in this city.
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THE PATIENCE OF JOB

Could Easily Endure the Terrors of Finding Price

Patience is essential in any work. But it is not the only virtue that is essential. Patience is necessary in any work. But it is not the only virtue that is essential. Patience is necessary in any work. But it is not the only virtue that is essential.